Dr. De’Andrea Matthews

**Author, Educator, and International Speaker**

Graced with an abundance of gifts, Dr. De’Andrea Matthews, without reservation, selflessly pours her heart into her work and into the lives of many in various capacities. Commonly known as Dr. Dee, she is an author, educator, international conference speaker, and accomplished pastor of Visions International, Inc. Passionate and accomplished, Dr. Dee’s gifts, exercised through voice and pen, have inspired many to embark upon their own road to success.

Dr. Dee is the president and founder of Claire Aldin Publications, LLC. She is a co-author with other diversity professionals on “A National Long-term Outcomes Evaluation of U.S. Premedical Postbaccalaureate Programs Designed to Promote Health Care Access and Workforce Diversity,” published in the Journal of Health Care for the Poor and Underserved. This is a peer-reviewed publication published by the John Hopkins University Press.

Most recently, Dr. Dee authored an academic book chapter in "Campus Diversity Triumphs: Volumes of Hope Volume 20" entitled "Interpersonal and Intercultural Awareness: Developing Interpersonal and Intercultural Methodology," published by Emerald Publishing. Three additional book chapters, for which Dr. Matthews is a co-author, were published by Rowman and Littlefield in three academic books: "Exploring Campus Diversity: Case Studies and Exercises". She is inspired and committed to paving the way for many to grow spiritually and professionally. Because of this, many lives will unquestionably be impacted in the most positive way by and through Dr. De’Andrea Matthews.

**Book Titles:**
- Their Darkest Hour
- Almost Doesn’t Count
- Reboot: Global Breakout
- Letters to my Angry Self
- Unwritten: From Blank Page to Published Author
- Learning to Love Yourself

**Signature Speaking Topics:**
- The Value of Diversity in a World of Differences
- Unwritten: From Blank Page to Published Author
- Learning to Love Yourself